I. INTRODUCTION
Research aimed at understanding learning challenges involving algebraic signs in introductory level kinematics has been rare. However, algebraic signs have been identified as presenting a significant learning challenge for physics students [1] [2] [3] [4] . The aim of the research reported on here is to contribute to addressing this deficit by drawing on the idea that a core part of the process of learning involves students learning to "read" the situated physics-ways of representing disciplinary relevant aspects in order to understand and use them appropriately [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . From this perspective, such "reading" is thought of as being about recognizing a situation that requires being experienced in a particular disciplinary way. In other words, there is a disciplinary awareness -a discernment -that is called for that is directly related to the context, which includes the way the parts of this awareness are seen to relate to one another [5, 9] (i.e. how it gets read in relation to how it gets used). The context is central here because what emerges in a person's "focal awareness" for a given context is a function of the experience of that context (both past and present) and how that experience has been made sense of. The way a person "reads" a situation can be analytically referred to in the broader "student learning" literature as a person's relevance structure. This is because relevance structure is "the person's experience of what the situation calls for, what it demands. It is a sense of aim, of direction, in relation to which different aspects of the situation appear more or less relevant" [11] -what gets focused on by them in a given context. Thus, for the purposes of our study the concept of relevance structure presents an opportunity to further explore learning challenges involving algebraic signs by using a study situated in introductory level kinematics problem-solving regardless of where the education takes place.
A. Research question
Our study posed the following research question: What are the individual-level categories of variation of experiencing relevance structure with regard to algebraic signs (+ and -) in introductory kinematics problem-solving in university physics education?
II. METHOD
Our method built on the analysis of a set of collectivelevel 1 categories obtained by Eriksson [12] , which drew on the work by Govender [2, 3] , in the area of introductory kinematics. Our point of departure from these studies was bringing the focus of interpretation to the individual level for the purpose of iteratively [13] constructing categories of relevance structure [14] .
The participating students were drawn from two introductory physics classes, one at a Swedish university and the other in a South African. These classes were chosen on the basis that the educational environments in both settings were, from a PER perspective, progressive (in terms of the teacher being familiar with the educational benefits associated with knowledge of PER) and that the students in these classes came from different socio-economic backgrounds. In total, 84 students participated with appropriate ethical consent. Both groups of students had completed coursework that involved using algebraic signs for vector calculations in kinematics.
The data set was made up of a combination of students' individual written questionnaire answers and verbatim transcriptions of follow-up interview discussions.
The analysis proceeded as follows: first, a questionnaire was given to the students which contained two onedimensional straight-line scenarios (see Fig. 1 ) where students were asked to explain the meaning of any algebraic signs that they used in their expressions of displacement, distance, speed, velocity, and acceleration for a constant velocity situation; and, velocity and acceleration for a changing velocity situation. From this set of answers a "purposeful sample" [15] of students was chosen for semistructured follow-up interviews about the way(s) they had answered these two questions -a stimulated recall research procedure [16] . This combined data set was then used to construct categories of relevance structure. In line with the epistemological stance that grounded our study [11] , the procedure for this followed a naturalistic qualitative analytic method [13] in that it involved a constant comparative approach made up of emerging coding in relation to sorting into category groups. This ended when redundancy was reached. The Swedish and South African data were coded separately and then merged together for the final analysis. The entire coding process was independently cross-checked by PER colleagues.
III. RESULTS
Our methodology yielded four different categories of relevance structure (see Table I ) that the participating introductory level physics students evoked when reading and using signs (+ and -) in one-dimensional kinematics problems. The same variation of relevance structure was observed for both the Swedish and the South African data sets, i.e. they were independent of educational context.
We propose that the categories have an inherent hierarchy that spans from the least advanced way of reading and using signs (Category A) to the most advanced way (Category D). TABLE I. Categories of relevance structure for algebraic signs in introductory level kinematics.
In the summary description of the results that follow, we present selected excerpts from the data that make up the different relevance structure categories.
Note: Q and I refer to questionnaire and interview sources respectively, while S refers to student's answers from both. Each "box" represents a stand-alone example.
For the purposes of some of the examples used in this paper, the Swedish has been translated into English.
A. Algebraic signs do not necessarily have specific relevance in kinematics
Students that experience this relevance structure do not consider algebraic signs to be needed specifically in kinematics. This is because directional signs can be replaced by directly referring to the given direction linguistically. For example:
Q: Explain the speed and velocity of the ball before and after it turns. Explain the meaning of any algebraic signs (+ and -) that you use. 
C. The assignment of algebraic signs in kinematics has dual relevance: for representing changing magnitudes in the case of acceleration, and for representing direction in the case of velocity
Students that experience this relevance structure see algebraic signs as having a dual purpose in kinematics. In the case of velocity, they indicate direction, and in the case of acceleration they indicate magnitudes.
S: [I]n velocity the signs only specify the direction of motion, however in acceleration it means speeding [up] or slowing [down].

S: [W]hen it comes to velocity + and -only show direction.
When it comes to acceleration they only show the acceleration's increase or decrease and don't take direction into consideration. Why it turned out this way I don't know!
D. The assignment of algebraic signs in kinematics has
dual relevance: for representing direction by convention, and for representing direction by choice This category of relevance structure illustrates how students can get to experience signs as being functional for indicating how direction gets to be assigned; by convention or by choice. Direction by convention is often stated explicitly, as illustrated in the following examples: Q: Is the direction important to be able to decide the motion of the ball? Explain. 
IV. DISCUSSION
Students' relevance structure -how they "read" algebraic signs in kinematics -was explored. The results indicate that the students had largely made sense of how they have experienced algebraic signs being used in kinematics formulations without direct reference to a coordinate system. Furthermore, the idea of calculation-invariance associated with the free choice of a coordinate system was seldom found in the data set. From a social semiotics perspective [17] , we propose that this is partially a consequence of a lack of appreciation for the importance that communication practices play in the teaching and learning of physics [e.g. see Ref. 8] , such as, in our case, when introducing students to one-dimensional kinematic problem-solving. Discussion with nine introductory physics lecturers from both countries together with the inspection of five popular introductory level textbooks lead us to anecdotally propose the following: that the communication practices used to exemplify problem solving in introductory kinematics have the distinct potential to lead to "fuzzy" readings of algebraic signs and the understanding of their usage in one-dimensional kinematics. Thus, such communication practices arguably contribute to the personal constitution of the range of relevance structure categories presented in this article. Examples of the kind of communication practices that may lead to "fuzziness" that we encountered are: 1. one-dimensional kinematics being dealt with before doing a generalized introduction to vectors while implicitly drawing on fundamentals that arise out of the mathematical application of a coordinate system; 2. the components are not always portrayed as scalars both in words and pictorially. Here, the signs emerge from a parallel or anti-parallel alignment of the so-called "component vector" with the given coordinate axis; 3. the use of unit vector notation as the route to obtaining one-dimensional scalar equations with their correct signs where moving from the unit vector to scalar representation is taken to be unproblematic; and, 4. in stark contrast signs were simply assigned as a convention linked to direction. In all four of these illustrative communication practices, pictorial representations get used alongside mathematical and linguistic representations, and it appears as if a basic understanding of vector algebra is taken to be self-evident.
There have been several recent PER contributions that have started to model links between gaining access to what is educationally critical -disciplinary relevant aspects [9] for a given object of learning [11] and the representations that get used to share this knowledge (for a summary see Ref. [17] ). There has been work that advocates students be explicitly taught to work competently with a set of representational forms and there have been proposals that there is a critical combination of representations (i.e. semiotic resources [17, 18] such as graphs, diagrams, sketches, figures, mathematics, specialist language, etc.) that are needed to give an encompassing access to the disciplinary relevant aspects of a given object of learning. From such a social semiotic standpoint, even when an explicit effort is made to prevent the "fuzziness" referred to earlier, other challenging communication practices can emerge, such as drawing a single component coordinate system using a straight line with an arrow head added as some texts do (some texts add a zero to indicate some kind of one-dimensional origin). However, should the teaching practice follow a communicative format [19] to bring out awareness of the disciplinary relevant aspects and to work through the relevance structure categories reported here, then we believe that the learning possibility could be optimized by design. We propose that such design be built on the idea that: in order to learn to experience something in a new and meaningful way, a person needs to become aware of the critical aspects that the new way of experiencing is built on. Such awareness can only become possible through particular communication practices.
In other words, we propose that for such a crafting of practice, teachers need to give more consideration to how the form and content of the representations that get used to make up their communication practices affect the possibility for students to better discern what is important -the disciplinary relevant aspects.
